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GCC ARM® Embedded Toolchain for SimpleLink™
MSP432™ Microcontrollers

This manual describes the setup and basic operation of the SimpleLink™ MSP432™ microcontroller
(MCU) programming and debugging using GCC ARM compiler and the GDB debugger.
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Preface: Read This First
How to Use This User's Guide
This manual describes only the setup and basic operation of the SimpleLink MSP432 MCU programming
and debugging using GCC ARM compiler and the GDB debugger but does not fully describe the GCC
ARM compiler or MSP432 microcontrollers or the complete development software and hardware systems.
For details on these items, see the appropriate documents listed in Related Documentation.
This manual applies to the use of SimpleLink MSP432 software GCC Support package as a stand-alone
package with the TI XDS110-ET, XDS100, or XDS2xx debuggers.
These tools contain the most up-to-date materials available at the time of packaging. For the latest
materials (including data sheets, user's guides, software, and application information), visit the TI
SimpleLink MSP432 MCU website or contact your local TI sales office.
Information About Cautions and Warnings
This document may contain cautions and warnings. The information in a caution or a warning is provided
for your protection. Read each caution and warning carefully.
CAUTION
This is an example of a caution statement.
A caution statement describes a situation that could potentially damage your
software or equipment.

WARNING
This is an example of a warning statement.
A warning statement describes a situation that could potentially
cause harm to you.
Related Documentation
The primary sources of information about MSP432 MCUs are the device-specific data sheets and user's
guides. The MSP432 MCU website contains the most recent version of these documents. The GCC
documentation can be found on the GNU website. All related information for the GCC ARM compiler is
available on the GCC ARM Embedded website.
MSP432 GCC ARM documentation
Using the GNU Compiler Collection, Richard M. Stallman (http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc.pdf). See the
ARM Options section.
GDB: The GNU Project Debugger, Free Software Foundation, Inc.
(https://sourceware.org/gdb/current/onlinedocs/)
GCC ARM Embedded
MSP432 development tools documentation
MSP432P401R SimpleLink™ Microcontroller LaunchPad™ Development Kit (MSP-EXP432P401R) User's
Guide
XDS™ Emulation Software Package
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MSP432 device data sheets
MSP432P401R, MSP432P401M SimpleLink™ Mixed-Signal Microcontrollers
MSP432 device family technical reference manual
MSP432P4xx SimpleLink™ Microcontrollers Technical Reference Manual
If You Need Assistance
Support for the MSP432 MCUs and the hardware development tools is provided by the TI Product
Information Center (PIC). Contact information for the PIC can be found on the TI website. The TI E2E™
Community support forums for the MSP432 MCUs provide open interaction with peer engineers, TI
engineers, and other experts. Additional device-specific information can be found on the MSP432 MCU
website.
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Introduction
The MSP432 software GCC support package brings to you a new and fully supported open-source
package.
This free GCC based package supports all MSP432 devices. This package can be used as a stand-alone
package and has no code size limit.
This manual describes the use of the GCC ARM compiler and GDB with the MSP432 microcontrollers.
The package supports Windows®, Linux®, and OS X® operating systems. This manual describes only the
Windows operating systems package. The versions for Linux and OS X operating systems are similar and,
therefore, are not described separately.

2

Installing MSP432 Software GCC Support Package
The MSP432 software GCC support package supports the following operating systems:
• Windows XP 32 bit or 64 bit
• Windows 7 32 bit or 64 bit
• Windows 8 32 bit or 64 bit
• Windows 10 32 bit or 64 bit
• Linux 32 bit or 64 bit
• OS X 64 bit
The MSP432 software GCC support package can be downloaded and installed as stand-alone package
from the TI website for all supported operating systems. The MSP432 GCC stand-alone support package
contains:
• Device support files
• XDS emulation pack including GDB Agent for XDS110-ET, XDS100, or XDS2xx
• USB drivers needed for Windows (ICDI and XDS) and Linux (XDS)
The GCC ARM Embedded contains the compiler and can be downloaded separately from the GCC ARM
Embedded website.
NOTE: See the MSP432 software GCC support package release notes to find the GCC ARM
version used for testing.

To install the MSP432 software GCC support package:
1. Download the corresponding package installer and run it (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Package Installer
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2. Select the install directory and click Next (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Package Installation Directory

NOTE:

For the Linux installer, apply sudo chmod +x <installer> before executing the package.

3. Download the GCC ARM Embedded package and extract the archive in the MSP432 software GCC
Support package (see Figure 3). The default folder is c:\ti\msp432_gcc\arm_compiler.

Figure 3. GCC ARM Embedded Installation Directory
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MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Package

3.1

MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Packages
MSP432 software GCC Support stand-alone package is provided for users who prefer to use GCC
compiler with GDB solutions for compiling and debugging. This stand-alone package supports different
operating systems and is provided in different formats:
• MSP432 header and linker files
• GBD agent configuration for Windows, Linux, and Mac
• Examples
Table 1 lists all the available MSP432 software GCC Support stand-alone packages.
Table 1. MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Package
Software

3.1.1

Description

msp432-gcc-x.x.x.x-linux-support-package-installer.run

MSP432 software GCC support package Linux installer includes
support files and XDS emulation pack and USB drivers. Apply
sudo chmod +x <installer> before executing the package.

msp432-gcc-x.x.x.x-linux-x64-support-package-installer.run

MSP432 software GCC support package Linux 64-bit installer
includes support files and XDS emulation pack and USB drivers.
Apply sudo chmod +x <installer> before executing the package.

msp432-gcc-x.x.x.x-windows-support-package-installer.exe

MSP432 software GCC support package Windows installer incl.
support files and XDS emulation pack and USB drivers

msp432-gcc-x.x.x.x-osx-support-package-installer.app.zip

MSP432 software GCC support package Mac installer incl.
support files and debug stack

msp432-gcc-support-files.zip

MSP432 device support files (CMSIS, headers, linkers, startup
and system files.)

md5sum.txt

MD5 checksums

MSP432 Software GCC Support Stand-Alone Package Folder Structure
The placeholder INSTALL_DIR refers to the directory where you installed the MSP432 software GCC
Support package.
• INSTALL_DIR
– arm_compiler (folder not provided with the package)
• arm-none-eabi
• bin
• lib
• share
– docs
– emulation
• common
• bin
• uscif
• xds2xx
• xds110
• GDB Agent
• xds2xxu_msp432_jtag.dat
• xds2xxu_msp432_swd.dat
• xds110_msp432_jtag.dat
• xds110_msp432_swd.dat
• FlashMSP432.dll
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•

–
–

–
–
–

3.2

emulation (Windows XDS USB Drivers)
• drivers
• windows
examples
• MSP432P401
arm (MSP432 Device Support files (CMSIS, headers, linkers, startup and system files)
• include
• CMSIS
• src
MSP432-GCC_Standalone_Package_1.0.0_manifest.html
Release_Notes.txt
Software_Agreement.pdf

Quick Start
This document assumes that a version of the GNU Make utility is installed on the system and that it is
available on the system path. The placeholder INSTALL_DIR refers to the directory where the MSP432
software GCC Support package is installed.
If the GCC ARM compiler is located at a different place than the default (Windows)
C:\ti\msp432_gcc\arm_compiler, then the makefile needs to be adjusted with the GCC ARM path.

3.2.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.2.2

Building With a Makefile
In the command terminal, go to the INSTALL_DIR\examples directory.
There are examples that can run on Windows, Linux, and OS X.
Choose one of the examples suitable for the MSP432 target device.
Change to the directory and type make DEVICE=MSP432P401R or make DEVICE=MSP432P401M.
The binary can now be downloaded and debugged on the target hardware.
Debugging

3.2.2.1

Starting GDB Agent

The GDB Agent is available only as command line version on all platforms (Windows, Linux, and OS X).
Open a command terminal, change to INSTALL_DIR/emulation/common/uscif/ and type:
For JTAG connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds110_msp432_jtag.dat
For SWD connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds110_msp432_swd.dat
NOTE: If using XDS2xx, then use the following *.dat files instead of the files listed above:
•
xds2xxu_msp432_jtag.dat
•
xds2xxu_msp432_swd.dat
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Debugging With GDB

3.2.2.2.1
Running a Program in the Debugger
1. In the command terminal, go to the INSTALL_DIR\examples\[Selected example], and type the
command make debug DEVICE=MSP432P401R or make debug DEVICE=MSP432P401M.
2. This command starts the GDB and waits for commands. This is indicated by the prompt <gdb>.
3. To connect GDB to the GDB Agent, type the command target remote :55000 and press enter.
4. To load a program binary to the MSP432 target device, type load.
5. To reset the device, type monitor reset.
6. Type the command continue (short version: c) to tell GDB to run the loaded program.
3.2.2.2.2

GDB Breakpoints

Software breakpoints are not supported for flash code on MSP432. To use breakpoints for debugging
using the GNU toolchain, use the hbreak command instead of the standard break instruction.
As a consequence of the fact that every single step sets up a software breakpoint by default, users must
run the GDB command set breakpoint auto-hw on.
3.2.2.2.3
1.
2.
3.
4.

Setting a Breakpoint
Connect the GDB to the GDB Agent as previously described and load a program to the device.
To set a breakpoint on a function, type hbreak function name.
To set a breakpoint on a source line, type hbreak filename:line.
When you run the program, the program execution stops at the entry to the specified function or stops
at the specified line.

3.2.2.2.4
Single Stepping
1. Connect the GDB to the GDB Agent as previously described and load a program to the device.
2. After the debugger has stopped the program at a breakpoint, you can step through the code:
1. To execute the source line, type next. next does not step into functions, it executes the complete
function and stops on the line following the function call.
2. To execute the next source line and step into functions, type step.
3. To execute the next instruction, type nexti.
4. To execute the next instruction and step into functions, type stepi.
3.2.2.2.5
Stopping or Interrupting a Running Program
1. Connect the GDB to the GDB Agent as previously described and load a program to the device.
2. To stop a running program and get back to the GDB command prompt, type Ctrl+C.
3.2.3

Creating a New Project
1. Create a directory for your project.
2. Copy one of the example project makefiles into the project directory.
3. Include all of the project source files (that is, the *.c files) as a dependency for the first target of the
makefile.
4. Go to the project directory in a terminal and type make DEVICE=MSP432P401R or make
DEVICE=MSP432P401M to build the project or make debug DEVICE=MSP432P401R or make
debug DEVICE=MSP432P401M to start debugging the project.
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The following is an example makefile.
#===============================================================
#Makefile for building MSP Code Examples in command line
#environment using the GCC Open Source Compiler for MSP432
#===============================================================
# Require DEVICE to be specified
ifndef DEVICE
$(info Please specify a device, e.g. DEVICE=MSP432P401R)
$(error unspecified device)
endif
OBJ_DIR

:= output

###################### Windows OS ######################
ifeq ($(OS),Windows_NT)
################## GCC Root Variable ###################
INSTALL_DIR
:= ../../..
GCC_MSP_INC_DIR
?= $(INSTALL_DIR)/arm/include
GCC_CMSIS_INC_DIR
?= $(GCC_MSP_INC_DIR)/CMSIS
LDDIR
:= $(GCC_MSP_INC_DIR)/$(DEVICE)
ifneq (,$(findstring cygwin, $(PATH)))
RM
:= rm -rf
MKDIR
= mkdir -p -- $@
else
RM
:= rd /s /q
MKDIR
= mkdir
endif
################### Linux or Mac OS ####################
else
OS
:= $(shell uname)
################## GCC Root Variable ###################
INSTALL_DIR
:= ../../..
GCC_MSP_INC_DIR
?= $(INSTALL_DIR)/arm/include
GCC_CMSIS_INC_DIR
?= $(GCC_MSP_INC_DIR)/CMSIS
LDDIR
:= $(GCC_MSP_INC_DIR)/$(shell echo $(DEVICE) | tr A-Z a-z)
RM
:= rm -rf
MKDIR
= mkdir -p -- $@
endif
######################################
GCC_BIN_DIR
?= $(INSTALL_DIR)/arm_compiler/bin/
GCC_INC_DIR
?= $(INSTALL_DIR)/arm_compiler/arm-none-eabi/include
######################################
CC
:= $(GCC_BIN_DIR)arm-none-eabi-gcc
GDB
:= $(GCC_BIN_DIR)arm-none-eabi-gdb
######################################
INCLUDES
:= -I $(GCC_CMSIS_INC_DIR) -I $(GCC_MSP_INC_DIR) -I $(GCC_INC_DIR)
CFLAGS
:= -mcpu=cortex-m4 -march=armv7e-m -mfloat-abi=hard -mfpu=fpv4-spd16 -mthumb -D__$(DEVICE)__ -DTARGET_IS_MSP432P4XX -Dgcc -g -gstrict-dwarf -Wall ffunction-sections -fdata-sections -MD -std=c99
LDFLAGS
:= -mcpu=cortex-m4 -march=armv7e-m -mfloat-abi=hard -mfpu=fpv4-spd16 -mthumb -D__$(DEVICE)__ -DTARGET_IS_MSP432P4XX -Dgcc -g -gstrict-dwarf -Wall T$(LDDIR).lds -l'c' -l'gcc' -l'nosys'
######################################
ifeq ($(DEVICE), MSP432P401R)
SLAU688B – May 2016 – Revised March 2017
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STARTUP
SYSTEM
endif
SRC_FILE
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:= startup_msp432p401r_gcc
:= system_msp432p401r
:= startup_msp432p401m_gcc
:= system_msp432p401m
:= msp432p401_blinkingLED

OBJECTS
:= $(OBJ_DIR)/$(SRC_FILE).o $(OBJ_DIR)/$(STARTUP).o
$(OBJ_DIR)/$(SYSTEM).o
######################################
all: $(OBJ_DIR)/$(SRC_FILE).out
$(OBJECTS): | $(OBJ_DIR)
$(OBJ_DIR):
@$(MKDIR) $(OBJ_DIR)
$(OBJ_DIR)/%.o: %.c
@echo ============================================
@echo Generating $@
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(INCLUDES) -c $< -o $@
$(OBJ_DIR)/$(SRC_FILE).out: . $(OBJECTS)
@echo ============================================
@echo Linking objects and generating output binary
$(CC) $(LDFLAGS) $(word 2,$^) $(OBJ_DIR)/$(STARTUP).o $(OBJ_DIR)/$(SYSTEM).o o $@ $(INCLUDES)
debug: all
$(GDB) $(OBJ_DIR)/$(SRC_FILE).out
clean:
@$(RM) $(OBJ_DIR)
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3.3

GDB Settings
The GDB Agent is a tool to connect the GDB with the target hardware to debug software. The GDB Agent
uses the XDS emulation stack to connect to the hardware and provides an interface to the GDB (see
Figure 4). Only the console application is supported on Windows, Linux, and OS X.

Figure 4. XDS GDB Agent

3.3.1

Console Application
Using the console application, invoke it from a command terminal using following syntax:
For XDS110 JTAG connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds110_msp432_jtag.dat
For XDS110 SWD connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds110_msp432_swd.dat
For XDS2xx JTAG connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds2xxu_msp432_jtag.dat
For XDS2xx SWD connection:
gdb_agent_console -f MSP432 xds2xxu_msp432_swd.dat
The console application opens a TCP/IP port on the local machine. It displays the port number in the
console. By default, this port number is 55000.
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Attaching the Debugger
After starting the debugger and to attach to the GDB server, use the target remote [<host ip
address>]:<port> command, where <port> is the TCP/IP port from above. If the GDB Agent runs locally,
omit the host IP address.

3.3.3

XDS Debug Probes Firmware Update
The GDB Agent does not support automatic XDS110 or XDS2xx firmware update. See the following
sections for instructions on how to update the firmware of the XDS debug probes.
NOTE: The GDB Agent may be unable to connect to an XDS110 or XDS2xx that has out-of-date
firmware. If GBD Agent has a problem connecting, proceed with updating the XDS110 or
XDS2xx firmware.

3.3.3.1

XDS110 Firmware Update Using Firmware Maintenance Utility – xdsdfu

xdsdfu is a command line utility that provides several features for examining and maintaining the firmware
of the XDS110 debug probe. xdsdfu also allows the user to view and set the XDS110 probe serial
number.
xdsdfu provides the following features:
• Report the XDS110 firmware version and serial number
• Place the XDS110 into flash programming mode (DFU mode)
• Download the bootloader into the XDS110
• Download the firmware into the XDS110
• Set a new serial number into the XDS110
• Reset the XDS110 to restart the firmware
Installation path: INSTALL_DIR/emulation/common/uscif/xds110
Usage: xdsdfu <command> <...>
Supported commands:
• -e
Enumerate connected devices, show information, then exit.
• -m
Switch XDS110 into programming mode (DFU mode).
• -b <FILE>
Download the given bootloader file into the device.
• -f <FILE>
Download the given firmware file into the device.
• -s <TEXT>
Set the XDS110 serial number to given text, any eight characters string (no spaces). This option
replaces the entire serial number.
• -r
Reset the XDS110 on completion of another command.
• -? or -h
Show help for these and additional commands.
Examples
1. How to examine the firmware in all connected XDS110 probes: xdsdfu examines all connected
XDS110 probes and devices in DFU mode, and reports the details of each device.
xdsdfu -e
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2. How to program new firmware into the XDS110 probe: The -m command must be executed
separately. When -m is executed, the XDS110 reconfigures its USB interface to enable the DFU mode.
It then reconnects as a different USB device, and the OS needs a moment to recognize it. The -r
command tells the XDS110 to reboot after programming the firmware.
xdsdfu -m
xdsdfu -f firmware.bin –r
3. How to program a new bootloader and firmware into the XDS110 probe: The -m commands must
be executed separately, but the second -m may not be necessary if the XDS110 probe flash was
blank.
xdsdfu -m
xdsdfu -b bootloader.bin -r
xdsdfu -m
xdsdfu -f firmware.bin -r
4. How to change the serial number of the XDS110 probe
xdsdfu –m
xdsdfu -s 00000000 -r
3.3.3.2

XDS2xx Firmware Update

For instructions to update the XDS2xx firmware, see Updating the XDS200 firmware.
3.3.4

Resetting the Target
To reset the target, use the monitor reset command.

3.3.5

Halting the Target
To halt the target, use the monitor halt command.

3.3.6

MSP432 Flash Support Using GDB Agent
The GDB Agent supports MSP432 Flash programming options. The supported options are:
• ResetBefore: reset the target before writing to flash
• NoResetBefore: do not reset the target before writing to flash
• ResetAfter: reset the target after writing to flash
• NoResetAfter: do not reset the target after writing to flash
• ResetSoft: use a soft reset
• ResetHard: use a hard reset
• EraseMain: erase the main flash memory before flashing (mass erase)
• EraseMainAndInfo: erase main flash and information memory before flashing
• FactoryReset: do complete erase (factory reset) before flashing
• EraseBySegment: erase only the necessary segments before flashing
• NoErase: do not erase flash before flashing (not recommended)
• BSLErase: allow BSL information memory erase
• NoBSLErase: do not allow BSL information memory erase
When options are not defined, flashing defaults to the following: ResetBefore, ResetAfter, ResetHard,
EraseMain, NoBSLErase.
NOTE:

MSP430 MCUs do not use -f and enable flash support by default.
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